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What is an attachment?

An attachment is a connector consisting of two or more components. One component is connected to a tooth, tooth root, or an implant and the other component is connected to a prosthesis.

This component of the attachment is typically incorporated in the crown of a tooth. To do this, the tooth needs to be restored with a full or partial coverage crown either all gold or a porcelain fused to metal.

Source: Jeff Shotwell, University of Michigan, 2008

Types of Attachments

Intracoronal Attachment

Extracoronal Attachment

Intracoronal attachments are incorporated entirely within the contour of the crown. The advantage of an intracoronal attachment is that the occlusal forces exerted upon the abutment tooth are applied close to the long axis of the tooth. A disadvantage arises when the abutment is overcontoured by placing the “intracoronal attachment” outside the crown contour. This often results from insufficient tooth reduction. It is not possible to create a box preparation that will totally incorporate the female element, then an extracoronal attachment should be considered. These attachments are non resilient. When limited space exists, a milled lingual surface should be provided on the crown. Most wear occurs on these attachments during placement and placement.

Intracoronal Attachments

An intracoronal attachment is one which is contained within the normal contours of the crown portion of a natural tooth. The placement of the attachment requires that the abutment tooth be restored with a full or partial coverage (3/4) crown.

As seen in the image on the right, the intracoronal attachment has been incorporated on the distal surface of the PFM crown on tooth #28

Intracoronal attachment as supplied with a dime for size comparison. The images at the right show the components of the attachment and an end on view to see the retentive cross section.

Source: Jeff Shotwell, University of Michigan, 2008

The components can be seen here close up.

Components for intracoronal precision attachment removable partial denture.
A. Occlusal view of PARPD (note position of attachments)
B. Male portion of attachment which is integral with the partial denture.
C. The view of the PFM crown with the intracoronal attachment in place.
D. Lingual close up of the attachment retained RPD in place.

The attachments obviously have to “draw”, that is they require a common path of insertion. A surveyor is used with a mandrel to place the attachments in the wax patterns of the crowns with a common path of insertion.
With the crown waxed up for labial contour, occlusion and proximal contact, the working cast is placed on the surveyor table. The surveyor table is adjusted for the path of insertion and the attachment carried to place in the pattern on a mandrel which is specific to the type of attachment being used. Wax is flowed around the attachment in the image on the left securing it in the pattern for casting in the appropriate alloy.


A lug must be fabricated which is cast to the male portion of the attachment. The lug allows the male portion of the attachment to be affixed to the partial denture framework.
The male portion of the attachment is seen in place with the crown on the left and on the right you can see the crown attachment complex related to the partial denture framework. Self-cure acrylic will be flowed around the lug securing it to the framework. The area that the acrylic will be placed in indicated within the circle.

Extracoronal attachments are positioned entirely outside the crown contour of the tooth. The advantages of this type of attachment are that the normal tooth contour can be maintained, minimal tooth reduction is necessary and the possibility of devitalizing the tooth is reduced. Also, the path of insertion is easier for patients with limited dexterity. It is more difficult to maintain hygiene with extracoronal attachments and patients need to be instructed on the use of hygiene accessories such as proxi brushes etc. Keeping the underside of the attachment area clean, greatly improves the tissue response in the area indicated by the arrows.
Extracoronal Attachments

An extracoronal attachment extends outside the normal contours of the crown of an abutment tooth. It is still necessary to place a restoration on the abutment tooth.

Here you can see an extracoronal attachment incorporated in the crown on tooth #21.

The image on the left is an advertisement from a journal for an extracoronal attachment. The image below shows the use of the attachment in the fabrication of the abutment crown.
This group of images shows the extracoronal attachment components and the esthetics of the removable partial denture when viewed from the buccal aspect.


Clinical case for combination case utilizing a maxillary complete denture and a mandibular precision attachment removable partial denture (PARPD)

Source: Jeff Shotwell, University of Michigan, 2008
Patient’s oral condition with the previous complete denture and periodontal involvement of several lower teeth. First step, interim lower removable partial denture.

The teeth are extracted, an immediate insertion temporary lower removable appliance placed, and healing allowed. The lack of fit seen on lower right anterior is due to tissue change during healing.
Tooth preparation

The maxillary impression and cast is made as well as the lower working cast. The working casts are then articulated as seen in the images below.
After articulation, the teeth are set on the maxillary record base and tried in the patient to verify esthetics and phonetics. The lower teeth are set to define the spacing for the wax patterns for the PFM castings.

Source: Jeff Shotwell, University of Michigan, 2008
Stages of framework construction from duplicated master cast, through wax pattern, and finally casting in cobalt, chrome alloy. Note lingual reciprocal arms on casting to relate the framework to PFM crown castings.

Source: Jeff Shotwell, University of Michigan, 2008

Framework related to crowns, attachments can now be related to the framework, teeth set and the teeth set and final wax up for processing.

Source: Jeff Shotwell, University of Michigan, 2008
Completed case in place and patient. Note small removal “studs” placed on removable partial denture to aid in the removal of the lower appliance.

Source: Jeff Shotwell, University of Michigan, 2008

Another case using just two lower cuspid teeth for abutments.

Source: Jeff Shotwell, University of Michigan, 2008
Images showing alignment of female portion of attachments in the all gold crowns on the lower cuspid teeth

Source: Jeff Shotwell, University of Michigan, 2008

With two teeth remaining, the choice may be made to use a bar type attachment rather than the intracoronal attachments seen at the upper right. For the edentulous patient two implants may be placed and a bar fabricated to retain the lower complete denture.

Source: University of Michigan School of Dentistry, 2008
Over time, the attachments wear. How to make a worn attachment PARPD again serviceable for the patient. In this case even making the appliance over was a problem as the abutment teeth were very short. The components had worn with time from insertion and removal. The solution used here was the addition of clasps.

The stainless steel wire is adapted to the buccal surface of the abutment teeth. As seen in the image at the lower right the wire is first embedded in the acrylic flange and then adapted to the teeth. For this patient, this treatment offered the most acceptable solution to the problem of looseness of the maxillary PARPD.
Radicular and intraradicular stud type attachments are connected to a root preparation. The female or male is soldered or cist to a root cap coping as seen in the image top left. Some stud type attachments are directly cemented to the prepared root without requiring a cast coping. Stud type attachments may promote improved or easier oral hygiene and enhance the crown-root ratio due to the low profile. The image at the right shows such an attachment utilized with an implant.

These images demonstrate the use of an intraradicular attachment to repair a lower removable partial denture which still has a usable tooth root from a former abutment. The decision was made not to rebuild a post core and crown to fit the pre-existing lower removable partial denture.

Source: University of Michigan School of Dentistry, 2008
The use of a post and coping as a retainer for a removable RPD

Choices for the above tooth since it was treated endodontically. Post and core followed by a crown to fit an existing RPD. Post and coping with a retentive element.

Maxillary bicuspids present challenges with preparation due to the shape of the root of the tooth and the concavities that exist mesially and distally.
In this case, it was possible to use both canals for posts due to the minimal divergence of the canals. Often times we must choose one canal. Note also that the retentive anchor is kept as low as possible and as lingually placed as possible to allow the setting of a tooth on the RPD later.

Source: Jeff Shotwell, University of Michigan, 2008

The vertical height of the coping and attachment combination is a potential problem if not taken into account. Leave room to set the denture tooth both buccally and occlusally!!

Source: Jeff Shotwell, University of Michigan, 2008
A tooth was added to the pre-existing RPD in the place of the natural tooth which is now cut off at the FGM. A recess is cut in the underside of the RPD to fit around the attachment coping. Self cure acrylic will now be painted around the coping making it part of the RPD.

Source: Jeff Shovell, University of Michigan, 2008
We now have a replacement tooth on the RPD. There is still a natural tooth under the RPD providing support and retention. We have eliminated the need for a clasp in this area as well.

Source: Jeff Shotwell, University of Michigan, 2008